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Create an article explaining the 
importance of learning spreadsheets in 

the professional industry. Produce a 
wide range of professional jobs that 

require you to use spreadsheets.

Use ‘Section 1 -
Spreadsheet’ of your knowledge organiser

Use the website to help
Spreadsheets

Create a poster advertising the 
benefits of eating seasonal foods and 

how this helps our environment.

Use ‘Section 1 Seasonality of Food -
Food preparation and nutrition’ 

section of your knowledge organiser to 
help you

Watch the video to help
Seasonal food

Create a timeline of 
the history of theatre starting with Anc

ient Greek theatre and ending with 
Commedia dell'arte.

Use ‘Section 1 – Western 
Theatre’ of your knowledge organiser 

Watch the video to help
Theatre Timeline

Keep a diary of what the weather 
is like over 3 days.

Use 'Section 1- Weather and 
Climate' of the knowledge 

Organiser

Use this website to find the 
weather forecast for this week

BBC Weather

Create a newspaper front page 
celebrating the Parliamentarian 

victory over Charles I in the 
English Civil War.

Use ‘Section 1 – The English Civil 
War’ of the Knowledge Organiser

Watch the video to help
The Execution of Charles I

Create a poster about the 
Romans have done for us.

Use ‘Section 1 – Roman Legacy’ of 
the Knowledge Organiser

Watch the video to help 
Roman Legacy
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Create a ‘How to program 
a spreadsheet’ guide for beginners. 
Include all relevant information for 

using formulas and creating if 
statements.

Use ‘ Section 1 
Spreadsheet’ of your knowledge 

organiser

Use the website to help
Spreadsheets

Create a step by guide, with 
images, explaining how you slice 

vegetables using the bridge hold and 
claw grip.

Use ‘Section 5 - Food preparation and 
nutrition’ section of your knowledge 

organiser to help you

Watch the video to help
Chopping skills

Create an information poster including 
some of the key features of theatre 

history.

Use ‘Section 1 –
Western Theatre’ of your knowledge org

aniser

Watch the video to help
Antigone

Write a diary entry for what it 
must have been like to 

experience the Great Storm of 
1987.

Use 'Section 1- Weather 
and Climate' of the 

knowledge organiser

Watch the video to help
Great Storm of 1987

Imagine you are living in England 
during the rule of Oliver 

Cromwell. Produce a diary entry 
explaining how you feel about 
living under Cromwell’s rule.

Use ‘Section 2 – England after the 
Civil War’ of 

the Knowledge Organiser

Watch the video to help
Oliver Cromwell

Create an information leaflet on 
the Origins of Rome

Use ‘Section 4 – Origins of Rome’ 
of the Knowledge Organiser

Watch the video to help 
How was Rome founded?
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Design a spreadsheet on paper for all of 
your household bills. In the relevant 

boxes write the formulas you would use 
to calculate the total over the course of 

the month. After that, write the 
formulas you would use 

to calculate how much the bills cost 
over a year.

Use the ‘Section 1 -
Spreadsheet’ of your knowledge organiser

Use the website to help
Spreadsheets

Write an article about food 
packaging and why it is important to 

have packaging on food.

Use ‘Section 4 - Food preparation and 
nutrition’ section of your knowledge 

organiser to help you

Watch the video to help
Packaging

Write a paragraph explaining the 
differences between a Commedia 

dell'arte performance and 
an ancient Greek performance.

Use ‘Section 1 –
Western Theatre’ section of your

knowledge organiser 

Watch the video to help
Commedia

Use labelled diagrams to explain 
the three types of rainfall.

Use 'Section 1- Weather 
and Climate' of the 

knowledge organiser

Watch the video to help
3 Types of Rainfall

Imagine that a film studio is going 
to produce a film adaptation of 

the Great Fire of London. Create a 
poster which is going to advertise 

the film.

Use ‘Section 3 – The Great Fire & 
The Great Plague’ of 

the Knowledge Organiser

Watch the video to help
Great Fire of London

Get a menu of your favourite
restaurant and write the prices in 

Roman numerals

Use ‘Section 6 – Roman numerals’ 
of the Knowledge Organiser

Watch the video to help 
How to read Roman numerals
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zdydmp3/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6-8EDwvklM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUnJfGe6Ijw
https://www.youtube.com/user/bbcukweather
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FjfauwXoJ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zA_Biwk5PS4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zdydmp3/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VBnaFhOEn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjrcNUOS2bc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ciBox3QHYq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bqi0Wd68Mio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCXA0bok9-E&t=599s
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zdydmp3/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZOIEYQ0axo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlIFR6c7NZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i36U3LpJjzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er3GKw8Z3R4
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Design a fact sheet about the 
different types of percussion 
instruments and their playing 

techniques.

Use ‘Section 1 Rhythm and Percussion' 
of your knowledge organiser to 

help you.

Use link to help you
What instruments are in the 

percussion family?

Create an 'acronym; 11 components of 
fitness'

Use ‘Section 1 - Fitness'
of your knowledge organiser to help you.

Watch the video to help you
Keeping fit and healthy through sports

Draw a picture to symbolise each of the 
four sights in Buddhism.

Use ’Sections 1-3’ of your knowledge 
organiser to help you.

Watch the video to help you
Introduction to Buddhism

Create a poster to explain the 
difference between conduction, 

convection and radiation

Use ‘Section 4 - Energy’ section of your 
knowledge organiser to help you

Watch the video to help you
Chemistry Conduction, convection 

and radiation

Write a short paragraph in 
Spanish about what there is in 

your town

Use 'A stroll through the city' in 
modulo 1 of your knowledge 

organiser to help you

Use the link below to help you
En mi pueblo

Design a fact sheet about the 
Tudor period (their 

architecture, fashion, food, 
heraldry).

Use ‘Section 1’ in your 
knowledge organizer to help 

you

Use the link below to help you :
Tudor Period
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Design your own percussion 
instruments and create a leaflet 

about it.

Use ‘Section 1 Rhythm and Percussion' 
of your knowledge organiser to 

help you.

Use link to help you
What instruments are in 
the percussion family? 

Create a 'fitness sport list' that links at 
least 1 sport to each component of 

fitness

Use the ‘Section 1 -
Fitness' of your knowledge organiser to 

help you.

Watch the video to help you
Keeping fit and healthy through sports

Write a persuasive paragraph explaining 
how the four noble truths can help 

someone overcome suffering.

Use ’Sections 1-3’ of your knowledge 
organiser to help you.

Watch the video to help you
4 Noble Truths explained

Write a short description to explain 
the difference between renewable 

and non-renewable energy 
sources and give named examples 

for each.

Use ‘Section 4 - Energy’ section of 
your knowledge organiser to help you

Watch the video to help you
Energy Resources

Give someone directions from 
school to Asda in Spanish

Use 'directions' in modulo 1 of 
your knowledge organiser to 

help you

Use the link below to help you
Spanish Directions

Design a tudor-inspired shield, 
which represents you and your 

family.

Use ‘Section 1’ in your 
knowledge organizer to help 

you

Use the link below to help you:
Tudor Shield
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Create a cartoon strip demonstrating 
different percussion techniques of 

the instruments.
e.g. Djembe drums, Wood blocks, 

Tambourines.

Use ‘Section 1 Rhythm and Percussion' 
of your knowledge organiser to 

help you.

Use link to help you
What instruments are in 
the percussion family?

Create a 'how to play netball' poster. 
Include the specific skills, techniques and 

rules that are used in the sport.

Use ‘Section 4’ of your 
knowledge organizer to help you

Use the link below to help you
Rules of Netball

“Living the ‘middle way’ is the same 
as living a normal life.”

Write a PEE paragraph agreeing with this 
statement and a PEE paragraph disagreeing 

with this statement.

Use ’Sections 1-3’ of your knowledge 
organiser to help you.

Imagine you live in a world where all 
the non-renewable energy sources 

are rapidly running out. Write a 
letter to the Prime Minister, 

to convince him why using renewable 
energy sources to produce mass 

electricity is better than using non-
renewable sources.

Use ‘Section 4 - Energy’ section of 
your knowledge organiser to help you

Watch the video to help you
Difference between Renewable 
and Nonrenewable Resources

Create a poster in Spanish 
about a Spanish city and what 

there is in the city

Use ‘modulo 1’ 
of your knowledge organiser

to help you

Use the link below to help you
Spanish cities

Draw the outside of your 
house in the style of a tudor

house.

Use ‘Section 2’ of your 
knowledge organizer to help 

you

Use the link below to help you:
Tudor Houses
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https://www.orsymphony.org/learning-community/instruments/percussion/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxd4wxs/revision/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTI3P9zx-oY&t=69s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ued7B4c4LFQ
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfgt6v4/articles/znryxyc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zwbj6sg/revision/1
https://www.orsymphony.org/learning-community/instruments/percussion/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxd4wxs/revision/2
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02mrlbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-btLTehMyuM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOj8PjmmRrw
https://www.croughtonallsaints.northants.sch.uk/en-GB/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Tudor-Shields.pdf
https://www.orsymphony.org/learning-community/instruments/percussion/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzK3I42CcyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLBK1ux5b7U
https://theplanetd.com/cities-in-spain/
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/houses/tudor.htm

